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Ground-Motion Prediction Models for Arias Intensity and Cumulative

Absolute Velocity for Japanese Earthquakes Considering Single-

Station Sigma and Within-Event Spatial Correlation

by Roxane Foulser-Piggott and Katsuichiro Goda

Abstract Arias intensity (IA) and cumulative absolute velocity (CAV) are ground-
motion measures that have been found to be well suited to application in a number of
problems in earthquake engineering. Both measures reflect multiple characteristics
of the ground motion (e.g., amplitude and duration), despite being scalar measures.
In this study, new ground-motion prediction models for the average horizontal com-
ponent of IA and CAV are developed, using an extended database of strong-motion
records from Japan, including the 2011 Tohoku event. The models are valid for mag-
nitude greater than 5.0, rupture distance less than 300 km, and focal depth less than
150 km. The models are novel because they take account of ground-motion data from
the 2011 Tohoku earthquake while incorporating other important features such as
event type and regional anelastic attenuation. The residuals from the ground-motion
modeling are analyzed in detail to gain further insights into the uncertainties related to
the developed median prediction equations for IA and CAV. The site-to-site standard
deviations are computed and spatial correlation analysis is carried out for IA and CAV,
considering both within-event residuals and within-event single-site residuals for
individual events as well as for the combined dataset.

Introduction

Arias intensity (IA) is defined as the integral of the square
of the acceleration time series (Arias, 1970), and is given by

IA � π

2g

Z
tmax

0

a�t�2dt; �1�

in which g is the gravitational acceleration, a�t� is the accel-
eration time series at time t, and tmax is the total duration of the
time series. Cumulative absolute velocity (CAV) is defined as
the integral of the absolute value of the acceleration time series
(Electrical Power Research Institute, 1988; Campbell and Bo-
zorgnia, 2010), and is given by

CAV �
Z

tmax

0

ja�t�jdt; �2�

in which j · j is the absolute value operator. Both of these mea-
sures are based on the idea that the amount of damage expe-
rienced by a structure is proportional to the energy dissipated
by the structure per unit weight during the duration of the
earthquake-induced ground motion. These duration-based
ground-motion measures can capture the cumulative damage
potential due to ground shaking and liquefaction (Kramer and
Mitchell, 2006; Campbell and Bozorgnia, 2012b), particularly
for structures that are susceptible to long-duration ground mo-

tion. IA and CAV have also been found to correlate with seis-
mic intensity measures such as modified Mercalli intensity
(Campbell and Bozorgnia, 2012a) and spectral accelerations
(Bradley, 2012). Modern predictive equations for IA and CAV
adopt complex functional forms for median and logarithmic
standard deviation based on the state-of-the-art seismological
findings (Campbell and Bozorgnia, 2010; Foulser-Piggott and
Stafford, 2012). Moreover, they can be used to estimate IA and
CAV values simultaneously at multiple sites for a given earth-
quake scenario (Foulser-Piggott and Stafford, 2012; Du and
Wang, 2013a). The latter extension is important to assess
earthquake hazard and risk of spatially distributed infrastruc-
ture systems (Du and Wang, 2013b).

Japan is situated in a highly active seismic region influ-
enced by complex interaction of tectonic plates. It hosts nu-
merous major earthquakes in different seismotectonic regimes
(e.g., shallow crustal, megathrust interface, and deep inslab
events). An extensive analysis of observed ground motions in
Japan by Oth et al. (2011) indicates that source and attenua-
tion characteristics are spatially heterogeneous, affected by
material properties and physical conditions of the crust (e.g.,
temperature and shear deformation). Regional variation of
stress drop may be used as a proxy for a region-specific source
parameter in ground-motion modeling (Oth, 2013).
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The 11 March 2011 M 9 Great East Japan (Tohoku)
earthquake was one of the largest recorded events in the world
since 1900, and was extremely well recorded at national/
regional strong-motion observation network stations, K-NET,
KiK-net, and SK-net. The new data from the 2011 Tohoku
event provide opportunities to investigate source-path-site
characteristics for M 9 class subduction earthquakes and
how these compare with those for smaller earthquakes. For
instance, an investigation by Goda et al. (2013) indicated that
the magnitude scaling effects of ground-motion parameters are
different for peak-based measures (e.g., peak ground acceler-
ation [PGA] and spectral acceleration) and for duration-based
measures (e.g., IA and CAV). The amplitudes for the former
tend to saturate as the earthquake magnitude increases (be-
tween M 8 and 9), whereas amplitudes for the latter continue
to increase due to long-duration features of the ground mo-
tions. Currently, there is a critical gap in conducting probabi-
listic seismic-hazard assessment in Japan using duration-based
intensity measures. There are no modern ground-motion pre-
diction equations (GMPEs) for IA and CAV that are applicable
to Japanese earthquakes. The situations differ from other
standard intensity measures, such as PGA and spectral accel-
eration, for which models based on rich strong-motion data-
sets in Japan (and worldwide) are available (e.g., Kanno et al.,
2006; Zhao et al., 2006), and a new generation of the models
that incorporates key findings from the 2011 Tohoku earth-
quake has been developed (Morikawa and Fujiwara, 2013).
Therefore, new development of predictive equations for
IA and CAV, which are based on an extended ground-motion
database (including the 2011 Tohoku records), is warranted.

Statistical analysis of regression residuals offers further in-
sights into the uncertainties associated with GMPEs and their
dependency on explanatory variables (e.g., magnitude and dis-
tance). In the last decade, detailed analyses of between-event
and within-event residuals have been carried out for various
seismic regions (e.g., Chen and Tsai, 2002; Atkinson, 2006;
Morikawa et al., 2008; Anderson and Uchiyama, 2011; Lin
et al., 2011; Rodriguez-Marek et al., 2011, 2013). The objec-
tives of these studies are to distinguish sources of misfits in
terms of source, path, and site characteristics by removing
the ergodic assumption in developing empirical GMPEs. In
the context of probabilistic seismic-hazard analysis, ergodic
GMPEs imply that uncertainties associated with ground-motion
predictions at a specific site can be obtained by averaging
within-event residuals at different locations (with similar site
conditions). However, by knowing systematic and repeatable
features of ground-motion data (e.g., site-specific surface soil
response and wave propagation path), uncertainties of ergodic
GMPEs (e.g., standard deviation of within-event residuals) can
be reduced significantly. The previous results indicate that ac-
counting for the systematic site effects leads to reduced stan-
dard deviations of total residuals by about 10% to 15%, while
further reduction of the standard deviation (up to about 35% to
50%) is possible by accounting for the path effects (Lin et al.,
2011). Another recent sophistication of empirical ground-
motion modeling is related to spatial correlation of ground-

motion intensity measures at multiple locations (e.g., Goda
and Atkinson, 2010; Goda, 2011; Esposito and Iervolino,
2012; Sokolov and Wenzel, 2013). Spatial correlation models
characterize spatial dependency of within-event residuals and
previous investigations have been conducted by considering
conventional ergodic GMPEs. However, the assessment of spa-
tial correlation under the nonergodic assumption has not been
explored extensively. This is important when the next gener-
ation of GMPEs based on the nonergodic assumption is applied
in future seismic hazard and risk studies of spatially distributed
structures.

This study develops new ground-motion models for IA
and CAV. For this purpose, an extended ground-motion data-
base is compiled using high-quality digital recordings from
the K-NET, KiK-net, and SK-net in Japan. The dataset is
the updated version of Goda and Atkinson (2010), including
recordings up to the end of 2012. From a ground-motion mod-
eling standpoint, the database contains unique and valuable in-
formation in two respects. First, because the networks provide
comprehensive spatial coverage of Japan, events are exception-
ally well recorded. Second, the high rate of seismic activity in
Japan and the surrounding area results in a dataset populated
with a large number ofwell-recorded events in the past 16 years,
with a range of magnitude–distance characteristics. The dataset
is well suited for developing spatial correlation models of IA
and CAV, because it includes many well-recorded seismic
events having more than 100 recordings. This facilitates the
spatial correlation analysis for individual events, rather than
combining heterogeneous events, as was done in previous stud-
ies (excluding Goda, 2011). We adopt an extended version of
the functional form based on Foulser-Piggott and Stafford
(2012), which takes into account a wider magnitude range
(up to M 9) and different earthquake types (i.e., crustal versus
interface versus inslab events). A nonlinear random-effect re-
gression analysis is carried out to determine final sets of model
coefficients for both median and logarithmic standard devia-
tions of regression residuals. Spatial correlation models for
IA and CAVare evaluated empirically by constructing semivar-
iograms of residuals and the spatial correlation of different
residual components is evaluated. Specifically, within-event re-
siduals are further decomposed into site-to-site residuals and
within-event single-site residuals, and their correlation charac-
teristics are compared with the conventional within-event spa-
tial correlation. This work is novel and important for three main
reasons. First, the developed models take into account ground-
motion data from the 2011 Tohoku earthquake (having a very
long duration) by modifying the magnitude scaling term. The
models also incorporate other important features (e.g., depth
and event type). Second, the site-to-site standard deviations
are computed and the relative contributions from the
between-event, site-to-site, and single-site components of the
standard deviation are investigated. Third, spatial correlation
modeling is conducted based on the extensive ground-motion
dataset that has dense station-to-station spacing, and its features
are evaluated in terms of event characteristics of individual
earthquakes.
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Ground-Motion Data for Japanese Earthquakes

A new ground-motion database for Japanese earthquakes
is compiled for the purpose of ground-motion studies. It com-
bines recordings from three national/regional ground-motion
networks in Japan, K-NET, KiK-net, and SK-net, up to the
end of 2012 (see Data and Resources). Records from different
networks are first integrated by matching event information
(occurrence time, location, earthquake size, etc.). Metadata,
such as moment magnitude, fault mechanism (normal/
reverse/strike slip), earthquake type (crustal/inslab/interface),
and finite-fault plane information, are assigned to seismic
events with the Japan Metrological Agency (JMA) magnitude
MJMA ≥5:0 individually. Whenever individual events are as-
sociated with those listed in the Harvard Centroid Moment
Tensor catalog and F-net mechanism catalog, the moment
magnitudeM is used as a representative measure (the moment
magnitudes based on the Harvard catalog are preferred). Oth-
erwise, MJMA is adopted. Using available finite-fault plane
models, rupture distance is calculated and used as represen-
tative distance measure; otherwise, the hypocentral distance is
used. Site information for the K-NETand KiK-net is obtained
from the National Research Institute for Earth Science and
Disaster Prevention websites (see Data and Resources). For
the SK-net sites, an approach adopted by Goda and Atkinson
(2010) is implemented, which combines multiple estimates of
average shear-wave velocity in the uppermost 30 m (VS30)
from borehole logging, microtremor measurements, geomor-
phological information, and slope information. Priority is
given in the following order: (1) adopt VS30 estimates from
borehole logging when the logging depth exceeds 20 m
depth; (2) use the geometric mean of VS30 estimates from
borehole logging and those from microtremor measurements
when the logging depth is between 10 and 20 m; (3) adopt
VS30 estimates from microtremor measurements when the
logging depth is shallower than 10 m or no borehole logging
information is available; and (4) use the geometric mean of
VS30 estimates based on the geomorphological information
and the slope information when no physical measurements
of soil profiles are available. By applying broad record selec-
tion criteria, the database contains 555,750 records from 6261
earthquakes. Subsequently, individual components in the rec-
ord set are processed uniformly (i.e., tapering, zero padding,
and band-pass filtering). The filter is a Butterworth fourth-
order filter and the corner frequencies of the band-pass filter
are 0.05–20 Hz. Various elastic ground-motion measures, in-
cluding IA and CAV, are computed using the processed record
components.

For developing GMPEs for IA and CAV, the following
record selection criteria are considered: (1) earthquake mag-
nitude is greater than 5.0; (2) focal depth is less than 150 km;
(3) average shear-wave velocity in the uppermost 30 m is
between 150 and 1500 m=s; (4) magnitude–distance cutoff
filter by Kanno et al. (2006), which was used by Morikawa
and Fujiwara (2013), is applied (threshold for predicted
median PGA value is set to 5 cm=s2); and (5) the minimum

number of eligible records that satisfy the five criteria above
is more than 10. The criteria adopted herein are similar to
those applied by Morikawa and Fujiwara (2013), but the
PGA threshold is modified to consider the lower magnitude
cutoff of 5.0, rather than 5.5 as considered by Morikawa and
Fujiwara (2013). The application of the above five criteria
has resulted in 68,567 records from 661 events, consisting
of 112 crustal events, 331 interface events, and 218 inslab
events, each of which has two orthogonal horizontal compo-
nents that are combined using the geometric mean. Out of the
661 events, 586 are associated with the Harvard catalog mo-
ment magnitudes, 46 with F-net based moment magnitudes,
and 29 with F-net based JMA magnitudes. In the selected
dataset, there are 203 events defined as well recorded, that is,
those that have more than 100 recordings; the total number of
records for well-recorded events is 48,756. This subdataset is
ideal for developing spatial correlation models for individual
earthquakes (Goda, 2011) and for investigating the depend-
ency of spatial correlation models on earthquake character-
istics (e.g., magnitude and earthquake type).

Figure 1 shows the locations of the earthquakes, the mag-
nitude–distance plot, and the histogram of VS30 of the selected
records. The location map of earthquakes shown in Figure 1a
indicates that the majority of earthquakes occur in the
northeastern part of Japan; a boundary to separate such a region
is shown in the figure. Figure 1b shows that the dataset lacks
records with short distances (less than 5 km). Therefore, the
GMPEs for IA and CAV that are developed in this study should
not be extrapolated to very short distances. The majority of the
records are observed at sites on relatively soft soils (Fig. 1c).
Preliminary investigations of the ground-motion data with re-
spect to seismological parameters (results are omitted for brev-
ity) indicate that IA and CAV tend to increase with magnitude
(as expected). For interface events, there is a clear increasing
trend from the small-to-large magnitude range (although the
variability of the data is significant due to distance and site
variations) and no sign of saturated magnitude scaling in the
large magnitude range is detected. The increasing trends at
large magnitudes are due to long-duration motions for mega-
thrust subduction earthquakes (e.g., 2003 Tokachi-oki and
2011 Tohoku earthquakes). Another important observation is
that scatter of the data points for CAV is much less than that for
IA; this is related to how these two measures are defined/
computed from accelerograms (equations 1 and 2).

Prediction Models

To conduct earthquake hazard and risk analyses in Japan
in terms of IA and CAV, stable empirical ground-motion mod-
els are required. Foulser-Piggott and Stafford (2012) devel-
oped a robust model (Foulser-Piggott and Stafford [FPS]
model) for the prediction of IA applicable toworldwide crustal
earthquakes. This model was developed using a subset of the
Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research–Next Generation
Attenuation (PEER NGA) database, which includes record-
ings from shallow crustal earthquakes occurring worldwide.

Ground-Motion Prediction Models for Arias Intensity and CAV for Japanese Earthquakes 1905



When applied to the Japanese dataset, the functional form of
the FPS model does not converge. When the coefficients of the
nonlinear site effects term are fixed, the model converges but
has a relatively large logarithmic standard deviation (1.50).
The unsatisfactory performance of the FPS model for the Jap-
anese dataset can be attributed to the following facts. First, the
model is based only on a dataset of crustal earthquakes and
second, it does not include several terms that are relevant
to Japanese earthquakes, such as regional anelastic attenuation
terms, style of faulting, and type of earthquake. A counterpart
of the IA model for the prediction of CAV was developed by
Campbell and Bozorgnia (2010) using the PEER NGA data-
base. Because of the reasons above and because predictive
models for IA and CAV that are applicable up to M 9 events
in Japan do not exist, new empirical models for the prediction
of IA and CAV in Japan are developed in this study. The new
models developed in this study are based on functional forms
that are basic variations of the theoretically motivated form
presented in Foulser-Piggott and Stafford (2012); therefore,
all terms have a physical meaning. In the development of
new models for IA and CAV, we use theoretically constrained
functional forms but also adopt expressions that are com-

monly used for (1) the derivation of both worldwide predictive
models for ground-motion measures (e.g., Campbell and
Bozorgnia, 2010; Foulser-Piggott and Stafford, 2012), (2) earth-
quake event-type-specific GMPEs (e.g., Atkinson and Boore,
2003; Abrahamson et al., 2015), and (3) regional GMPEs
(e.g., Kanno et al., 2006; Zhao et al., 2006; Morikawa and Fu-
jiwara, 2013). Multiple regression analyses are conducted with
different functional forms and the results are compared using
test statistics including log likelihood, the Akaike information
criterion (AIC; Akaike, 1987), the Bayesian information cri-
terion (BIC; Schwarz, 1978), model standard deviations, and
significance of model coefficients (p-value). These statistical
metrics are used to support the arguments for the inclusion
or exclusion of variables. The efficacy of different functional
forms is investigated using plots of residuals and identifying
any trends.

Two functional forms are presented here: a linear site-
response model and a nonlinear site-response model (see
equations 4–6). Both functional forms give an expression
for IA and CAV in terms of the predictor variables: moment
magnitude M, rupture distance Rrup, focal depth H, two
dummy variables to indicate the type of event Finslab and

Figure 1. Ground-motion data characteristics: (a) spatial distribution of events, (b) magnitude–distance plot, and (c) average shear-wave
velocity in the uppermost 30 m. The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.
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Finterface, two dummy variables to indicate the type of faulting
mechanism for crustal earthquakes Frv and Fnm, and the
shear-wave velocity VS30. The equation also includes two
dummy variables that take into account differences in attenu-
ation for the forearc and backarc regions in northern Japan:
Frfa and Frba. The four major parts of the functional form that
are the focus of the model development are the magnitude
scaling, depth effects, anelastic attenuation, and site-response
terms.

Analytical and theoretical considerations suggest that the
logarithm of IA should either scale approximately linearly or
mildly nonlinearly with magnitude (Foulser-Piggott and Staf-
ford, 2012). This nonlinearity can be incorporated into a
model in three ways: first through the use of direct nonlinear
magnitude scaling terms, second using magnitude-dependent
geometric spreading terms, or third using nonlinear site-
response terms. Two options for the magnitude scaling of
the model are investigated in this study: linear and quadratic.
Regression analyses are conducted using linear magnitude
scaling of the form c1�M − 5� (see equation 6) and quadratic
magnitude scaling of the form c1�9:5 −M�2. Using the linear
over the quadratic magnitude term has minor effects on pre-
dicted ground-motion levels for small-to-moderate earth-
quakes, but has a significant impact for large earthquakes.
Using quadratic scaling, the 2011 Tohoku motions (which are
important for seismic hazard and risk assessments in Japan)
are significantly underpredicted; the between-event residuals
are �2:1 and �3:6 for the linear and nonlinear site-response
models, respectively. Using linear magnitude scaling over
quadratic scaling, the between-event residuals for the 2011
Tohoku records are reduced to 1.4 and 1.0 for the linear and
nonlinear site-response models, respectively. A comparison of
test statistics from both models reveals that the linear magni-
tude scaling produces better results in terms of AIC and BIC.
These statistical metrics support the theoretical arguments for
the adoption of linear scaling over quadratic scaling.

The depth scaling of the regression model is investigated
to improve the fit of the model at small distances and large
magnitudes. The model developed in this study has two depth
terms. The first is for the near-source saturation effect (i.e., c4
in equation 6). The term c5 max�H�30; 0� captures the focal
depth dependence for deep events, noting that the depth of
30 km is often used as the typical depth of the Moho boundary
(e.g., Kanno et al., 2006). This improves model fit to deep
events, which in turn improves the performance of the model
which is clear when examining a plot of the between-event
residuals against magnitude. The inclusion of both of these
depth terms reduces the model standard deviation by 2.5%.

Ghofrani and Atkinson (2011) and Oth (2013) discuss
features of region-specific anelastic attenuation for Japanese
earthquakes that are investigated for potential incorporation
into the model. Ghofrani and Atkinson (2011) develop mod-
els for both Japanese crustal and inslab events to describe the
ground motions in forearc and backarc regions and also show
that distinguishing between these two regions reduces alea-
tory variability in ground motions. The results show that at-

tenuation is greater in the backarc than in the forearc
direction. Based on the work of Oth (2013), which discusses
differences in attenuation in different regions, the dataset is
divided into records from the regions of northeast Japan fore-
arc or backarc and southwest Japan forearc or backarc. A
number of options were considered for incorporating regional
anelastic attenuation in the model, and regression analyses
were conducted using anelastic attenuation terms of the form
�c6Frfa � c7Frba�Rrup (see equation 6). Two different region
combinations were also considered: first, Frfa and Frba take
the values of 1 and 0 for forearc recordings in the northeast
region of Japan, 0 and 1 for backarc recordings in the northeast
region of Japan, and 0 and 0 otherwise. Second, Frfa and Frba

take the values of 1 and 0 for forearc recordings in the north-
east or southwest region of Japan, 0 and 1 for backarc record-
ings in the northeast or southwest region of Japan, and 0 and 0
otherwise. The first regionalization was selected because the
values obtained from the regression analysis for the coeffi-
cients are physically reasonable (small, negative values), and
both c6 and c7 are statistically significant. Therefore, the
inclusion of these terms is warranted because they are empiri-
cally and analytically justified.

Studies on site amplification in Japan based on the KiK-
net stations draw different conclusions regarding the linearity
or nonlinearity of site response. Ghofrani et al. (2013) per-
formed an extensive analysis of site amplification using sur-
face and borehole ground-motion data from the KiK-net
stations during the Tohoku and other Japanese events. They
reported that site amplification effects in the high-frequency
range are very large in Japan, with the exception of some
localized nonlinearity and noted that the degree of nonlinear-
ity increases with the intensity of shaking. Kaklamanos et al.
(2013) assessed the accuracy and precision of site-response
models and their results show that linear site-response analy-
ses become inaccurate (due to nonlinearity in site response)
for spectral acceleration prediction at vibration periods less
than 0.5 s. In this study, two functional forms are trialed and
presented, one with linear and the other with nonlinear site-
response terms. The linear site-response functional form has
a single coefficient v1 to be estimated (equation 4) and the non-
linear functional form has four coefficients v1, v2, v3, and v4
(equation 5). For the nonlinear site-response case, a regression
analysis is conducted using the nonlinear site-response func-
tional form of the FPS model. This is of the form shown in
equation (3), in which the amplitude of the surface ground-
motion intensity Îsoil is a function of the predicted ground-
motion intensity on the reference site condition Îrock, which
is chosen to correspond to rock sites for which nonlinear effects
should be minimal:

ln�Amp� � ln
�
Îsoil
Îrock

�
� a� b�ln Îrock � c�: �3�

The nonlinear site-response model shown in equation (3) was
first implemented by Abrahamson and Silva (1997) and also
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considered by Chiou and Youngs (2008). Foulser-Piggott and
Stafford (2012) indicated that this form performs well when
used to model the nonlinear site-response of IA values. The
regression analyses with both linear and nonlinear site-
response terms resulted in statistical significance of all param-
eters and no visible trends in the plot of residuals against VS30.
The standard deviations as well as other statistical metrics (e.g.,
AIC and BIC) indicate that the nonlinear site-response model
formulation performs in a similar way to the linear model.
However, from a physical point of view, there are a number of
important points. First, it is not expected that there would be a
dramatic reduction in the standard deviation or other model
performance measures because little data in the dataset are
in the nonlinear site-response range. Second, there are mixed
views on the occurrence and extent of nonlinear site-
response in Japan. Third, the majority of modern GMPEs
developed implement a nonlinear site-response model. Both
models are presented in this study because for large earth-
quakes the linear site-response model will underpredict ground
motions. The nonlinear site-response model overpredicts in the
low- and mid-magnitude range; however, if low- or medium-
magnitude earthquakes occur in an area where there is specific
evidence of nonlinear site amplification, it would be more suit-
able to use the nonlinear site-response model. There were some
issues with convergence for the coefficient v4 for the nonlinear
site-response model for CAV (the fitting was successful for IA).
The physical meaning of v4, as discussed by Chiou and
Youngs (2008), is the corner value, that is, the value of the
ground motion where the transition from linear site amplifica-
tion to nonlinear site amplification occurs. Using this physical
meaning of v4, a suitable value of v4 for CAVwas inferred from
the value of v4 obtained for IA (within the normal model-fitting
procedure) by checking the correspondence of the v4 value for
IA data in terms of CAV data. To confirm that the obtained v4
value for CAV is reasonable, we also carried out a large number
of regression analyses by trying different values of v4 to ensure
that the fitting process leads to convergence and the inferred
value of v4 falls within such a suitable range.

In summary, the main differences between the functional
form of the FPS model and the final functional forms shown
in equations (4), (5), and (6) are as follows:

1. a linear rather than quadratic magnitude scaling;
2. an additional depth scaling term;
3. the addition of dummy variables to indicate the region,

forearc or backarc: Frfa and Frba, these take the values
of 1 and 0 for forearc recordings in the northeast region
of Japan, 0 and 1 for backarc recordings in the northeast
region of Japan, and 0 and 0 otherwise;

4. the addition of two dummy variables to indicate the event
type under consideration: Finslab and Finterface, these take
the value of 1 and 0 for an inslab event, 0 and 1 for an
interface event, and 0 and 0 for an crustal event; the in-
clusion of these terms is based on the finding by Zhao
et al. (2006) that although PGA for different earthquake
event types (crustal, interface, inslab) scales similarly

with distance, the PGAs from inslab events are larger than
those from crustal or interface events by a factor of 1.66;

5. additional terms to describe the effects due to style of
faulting for crustal events: Frv and Fnm for reverse and
normal mechanisms, respectively.

At each stage of the development of the final functional
forms, the trial models are evaluated using standard statistical
metrics that are automatically provided through the use of the
nlme package (Pinheiro et al., 2008) of the software program
R. Equations (4) and (5) are the functional forms for the
linear (LIN) and nonlinear (NL) site-response models, respec-
tively (I � IA or CAV):

ln ÎLIN � ln Îref � e1 � v1 ln
�
VS30

1100

�
�4�

and

ln ÎNL � ln Îref � e1 � v1 ln
�
VS30

1100

�

� v2�expfv3�min�VS30; 1100� − 280�g
− exp�v3�1100 − 280���

× ln
�
exp�ln Îref � e1� � v4

v4

�
; �5�

in which the reference ground-motion intensity Îref is
given by

ln Îref � c0 � c1�M − 5� � �c2 � c3M� ln
��������������������
R2
rup � c24

q

� c5 max�H�30; 0� � �c6Frfa � c7Frba�Rrup

� c8Finslab � c9Finterface � c10Frv � c11Fnm: �6�

In equations (4), (5), and (6), e1 is the random-effect term for
individual events, the coefficients v1–v4 are for the site-
response models, and the coefficients c0–c11 are for the refer-
ence ground motion. Regression coefficients for IA and CAV
(both linear and nonlinear site-response models) are summa-
rized in Table 1; all these coefficients are found to be sta-
tistically significant at the 95% confidence level (i.e., for all
coefficients, p-value ≈ 0). The model may be implemented
for Japanese earthquakes with M greater than 5.0, Rrup less
than 300 km, and H less than 150 km. These ranges of appli-
cability are based upon the range of the data used in the model
derivation (see Fig. 1) but the model will be less well con-
strained at the extreme values in this range. In particular, the
maximum value of M that can be used for crustal and inslab
events should be limited to 7.0 and 7.5, respectively.

The developed median ground-motion models for IA
and CAV are presented in Figure 2 by considering several
interface earthquake scenarios. In the figure, two values of
M (7.0 and 9.0) and VS30 (300 and 1100 m=s) are considered.
For M 9.0 scenarios, the shortest distance is set to 40 km
(instead of 20 km for M 7.0 scenarios), because megathrust
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subduction earthquakes in Japan are typically offshore events
and it is rare to have distances less than 40 km. Figure 2
shows that for VS30 � 1100 m=s (rock sites), the linear
model predictions are less than the nonlinear model predic-
tions, whereas for VS30 � 300 m=s (soil sites) the effects of
nonlinear site-response become significant and the nonlinear
model predictions become less than the linear model predic-
tions. The latter is particularly significant for IA and for
M 9.0 (Fig. 2a). The differences of the linear and nonlinear
models for CAV are small.

Figure 3 compares developed median ground-motion
models for IA with existing models by Foulser-Piggott and
Stafford (2012) and by Campbell and Bozorgnia (2012b)
for crustal events. Two cases are selected: M 6.0 and
M 7.0 (H is set to 10 km and VS30 is set to 300 m=s). More-
over, the median curves are compared with the IA data (crustal
earthquake records only) for similar conditions. Specifically,
the considered magnitude and shear-wave velocity ranges are
5.75–6.25 for M 6.0; 6.75–7.25 for M 7.0; and 200–500 m=s
for VS30. The developed median equations pass through the

Table 1
Regression Coefficients for Arias Intensity (IA) and Cumulative Absolute Velocity (CAV)

Linear Site-Response Model (Equations 4 and 6) Nonlinear Site-Response Model (Equations 5 and 6)

Coefficients IA (m=s) CAV (m=s) IA (m=s) CAV (m=s)

c0 3.056224 2.643261 2.16574 2.47814
c1 2.639315 1.60688 3.508756 1.799346
c2 2.352244 0.754765 1.294525 0.539751
c3 0.080591 0.072283 0.256147 0.109694
c4 12.682338 12.626135 7.244428 11.472109
c5 0.009653 0.003811 0.009592 0.003831
c6 0.001436 0.00059 0.001819 0.000685
c7 0.006374 0.002767 0.006795 0.002882
c8 1.869827 0.877694 1.886186 0.882441
c9 1.639023 0.822831 1.650818 0.826529
c10 0.573052 0.286527 0.570372 0.285578
c11 1.856785 0.918286 1.854696 0.916566
v1 1.030608 0.65776 1.060057 0.686706
v2 - - 0.629392 0.229981
v3 - - 0.006856 0.015479
v4 - - 0.346117 15.85
τ 0.9015 0.4114 0.9082 0.4149
ϕ 1.035 0.4900 1.0328 0.4893
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center of the IA data for both cases (as expected), noting that
the scatter of the data is large. The comparison indicates that
the attenuation rates for the worldwide crustal equations are
more gradual than those for the Japanese equations. For
M 6.0, differences in the predicted IA values from different
models become significant in the large distance range,
whereas for M 7.0, the Japanese models and worldwide
crustal models intersect at the intermediate distance range
(around 60–70 km) and large differences in the predicted IA
values become noticeable in the short as well as large distance
ranges. These differences are likely to be caused by the differ-
ences of the underlying data. Generally, the IA dataset for the
Japanese crustal earthquakes has more data points with smaller
IA values, in comparison with worldwide crustal earthquakes
(obtained from the PEER NGA database).

Figure 4 shows the residual plots that have been ob-
tained from the nonlinear random-effect regression analysis
for IA and CAV. Visual inspection of these residuals suggests
that the functional form is performing well and that there are
no significant trends with respect to the predictor variables
M, Rrup, and VS30. As part of the model development, the
applicability of the heteroskedastic variance structure to the
above regression results was investigated. As discussed by
Foulser-Piggott and Stafford (2012) and demonstrated by
Chiou and Youngs (2008), the within-event residuals should
display heteroskedasticity with respect to the reference rock
motion. In addition, Foulser-Piggott and Stafford (2012) im-
plemented a magnitude-dependent variance structure which
predicted increasing variance with decreasing magnitude.
Versions of such a heteroskedastic variance structure were
trialed for the models presented in this study. However, mod-

eling results were not physically defensible. In particular,
the magnitude-dependent variance structure showed an in-
crease with increasing magnitude. This was investigated
and found likely to be an artifact of the data. In addition,
site-dependent variance structure models resulted in
extremely small coefficients that were not significant for IA
and no model convergence for CAV. Statistically, further
tests for heteroskedasticity, such as Breusch–Pagan tests,
confirmed the previous findings and the visual inspections
did not identify any trends of variance with respect to pre-
dictor variables.

Statistical Analysis of Regression Residuals

Residuals from the ground-motion modeling are ana-
lyzed in detail to gain further insights into the uncertainties
related to the developed median prediction equations for IA
and CAV. This section describes both single-station sigma
and spatial correlation analyses.

Generally, the observed ground motions can be decom-
posed as follows:

ln Ies � ln Îes � Δes � ln Îes � δBe � δWes �7�
(Al Atik et al., 2010), in which ln Ies and ln Îes are the log-
arithm of observed and predicted ground-motion intensity
measures, respectively, for earthquake e and site s, and Δes

are the total residuals. δBe and δWes are the between-event
and within-event residuals, respectively. The between-event
residuals are specific to individual events and represent
the variability between earthquakes of the same magnitude;
the within-event residuals represent the variability from the
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median predicted value for a particular recording station in a
given event. The regression residuals are approximated by
zero-mean normal random variable and the degree of uncer-
tainty is measured by the standard deviation. The standard
deviations of Δ, δB, and δW are denoted by σ, τ, and ϕ,
respectively. Assuming that τ and ϕ are uncorrelated,
σ2 � τ2 � ϕ2.

Single-Site Residuals

The within-event residuals can be further decomposed
into systematic and nonsystematic components (e.g., site
and path effects). Various approaches have been adopted
in previous studies (Chen and Tsai, 2002; Atkinson, 2006;
Morikawa et al., 2008; Anderson and Uchiyama, 2011;
Lin et al., 2011; Rodriguez-Marek et al., 2011, 2013). One
useful way to account for repeatable site effects (with respect
to the regression models) is to separate the systematic site
effects from the within-event residuals (Anderson and
Uchiyama, 2011; Rodriguez-Marek et al., 2011, 2013):

Δes � δBe � δWes � δBe � δS2Ss � δWSes; �8�
in which δS2Ss are the site-to-site residuals and can be ob-
tained by averaging within-event residuals for different

events at a particular recording site, and δWSes are the
within-event single-site residuals. Typically, the minimum
number of 5–10 recordings per station is used in computing
the site-to-site residuals. The site-to-site residuals account for
site-specific effects which are not yet removed through the
near-surface site-response variable VS30. On the other hand,
the within-event single-site residuals include all other unex-
plained misfits and are predominantly influenced by the path
effects. The standard deviations of δS2Ss and δWSes are de-
noted by ϕS2S and ϕSS, respectively. In terms of variance of
the residuals, the total variance consists of three subcompo-
nents: σ2 � τ2 � ϕS2S2 � ϕSS2 . It is important that the pro-
cedure adopted in this study assumes that the decomposition
of residuals into different components has no influence on
the regression coefficients of the median models. In reality,
consideration of different residual compositions affects both
regression coefficients (fixed effects) and residuals (random
effects). A more rigorous approach has been proposed by
Stafford (2014).

Table 2 summarizes values of τ, ϕ, ϕS2S, and ϕSS for IA
and CAV (based on equations 4, 5, and 6). The site-to-site
standard deviations are computed for the stations having
no less than five recordings (2199 stations). For τ, ϕ, and
ϕSS, their values for crustal, interface, and inslab events
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are also included, whereas for ϕS2S, such values are not appli-
cable (i.e., for given prediction models, ϕS2S is computed us-
ing all relevant data from three earthquake types). The results
suggest that when within-event residuals are further decom-
posed into nonrandom site-specific components and remain-
ing random components, relative contributions from the
between-event, site-to-site, and within-event single-site com-
ponents are relatively similar to one another. The comparison
of the standard deviations (i.e., τ, ϕ, and ϕSS) for different
earthquake types indicates that standard deviations for
crustal earthquakes are larger than those for interface and in-
slab events. The calculated standard deviations can be used
for adjusting aleatory variability associated with the predic-
tion models for different earthquake types, when they are
applied in seismic-hazard analysis.

Spatial Correlation of Within-Event Residuals

It is important to recognize that the within-event resid-
uals are spatially correlated (Goda and Atkinson, 2010;
Goda, 2011; Esposito and Iervolino, 2012; Sokolov and
Wenzel, 2013). The spatial correlation is due to the fact that
ground motions at nearby sites are similar because they are
affected by common factors such as propagation path,
regional geology, and local soil condition, and regression
models cannot account for the details of such common fea-
tures completely. Hence, some systematic trends that are spa-
tially dependent are present in the within-event residuals.
The empirical spatial correlation model captures such trends
as a function of separation distance between two sites Δs.
The basic steps of evaluating spatial correlation of within-
event residuals involve: (1) constructing data pairs and
calculating within-event residual gap δWd � δWi − δWj

(in which δWi and δWj are the within-event residuals at sites
i and j, respectively); (2) assessing the sample semivario-
gram �ϕd�ΔS��2=2 (Goovaerts, 1997), in which �ϕd�Δs��2
is the variance of δWd Δs� � that falls within a separation dis-

tance bin represented by Δs; and (3) evaluating the within-
event spatial correlation coefficient ρδW Δs� � as

ρδW�Δs� � 1 −
1

2

�
φd�Δs�

φ

�
2

: �9�

There are several ways to evaluate the spatial correlation
model numerically. One approach is to calculate the standard
deviation of within-event residuals for each event and use it for
normalizing the semivariogram (referred to as normalization
method 1). Alternatively, the standard deviation can be evalu-
ated fromwithin-event gap data δWd Δs� �with long separation
distances (i.e., the plateau level of the semivariogram, noting
that ϕ ≈ ϕd�Δs�=

���
2

p
with a sufficiently large value of Δs).

This is referred to as normalization method 2. For well-
recorded events, estimates of the spatial correlation can be ob-
tained individually, and are useful for characterizing interevent
variability of the spatial correlation models (Goda, 2011).
However, this may not be feasible when the available
ground-motion dataset does not include well-recorded events
(e.g., more than 100 records per event). In such cases, another
common approach is to pool within-event residuals from all
earthquakes in the dataset for regression analysis and to de-
velop a combined spatial correlation model (Jayaram and
Baker, 2009; Esposito and Iervolino, 2012; Sokolov and Wen-
zel, 2013). For this method, prior to combining the data from
multiple earthquakes, δWd data should be normalized by ϕ for
individual events, because values of ϕ vary significantly de-
pending on events (Goda, 2011). The advantage of the latter
approach is that in contrast with results based on individual
events alone, the estimates of spatial correlation at shorter sep-
aration distances can be obtained (because the number of data
pairs per bin at short separation distance is increased and thus
the estimates of �ϕd�Δs��2 can be computed). Because this
study employs an extensive ground-motion dataset containing
many well-recorded earthquakes (203 events with more than

Table 2
Residual Components from the Single-Station Sigma Analysis for IA and Cumulative

Absolute Velocity

Linear Site-Response Model Nonlinear Site-Response Model

Standard Deviation IA (m=s) CAV (m=s) IA (m=s) CAV (m=s)

Between events: τ 0.888 0.405 0.894 0.408
Between events: τcrustal 0.971 0.436 0.968 0.435
Between events: τinterface 0.858 0.396 0.866 0.400
Between events τinslab 0.892 0.403 0.902 0.408
Within event: ϕ 1.030 0.488 1.028 0.487
Within event: ϕcrustal 1.074 0.522 1.068 0.521
Within event: ϕinterface 0.984 0.468 0.981 0.467
Within event: ϕinslab 1.054 0.487 1.055 0.487
Site-to-site: ϕS2S 0.740 0.369 0.739 0.368
Within-event single site: ϕSS 0.717 0.319 0.714 0.319
Within-event single site: ϕSScrustal 0.836 0.377 0.829 0.376
Within-event single site: ϕSSinterface 0.655 0.299 0.651 0.298
Within-event single site: ϕSSinslab 0.699 0.298 0.700 0.298
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100 recordings), both individual and combined approaches
are pursued.

Conventionally, the above spatial correlation analysis
procedure has been applied to the within-event residuals
δW. The method can also be used for analyzing the spatial
correlation of site-to-site residuals δS2S as well as within-
event single-site residuals δWS (and relevant site-related var-
iables such as VS30; Jayaram and Baker, 2009; Sokolov and

Wenzel, 2013). In particular, it is interesting to compare the
spatial correlations of δW, δS2S, and δWS to examine the
similarity and dissimilarity of different residual components
which are related to different physical features.

Assessment of Spatial Correlation Models

The spatial correlation analysis of the within-event re-
siduals (i.e., δW in equation 8) for IA and CAV is carried
out. The records that are used for the spatial correlation
analysis are for well-recorded earthquakes having more than
100 recordings per event. Figure 5 shows the histogram of
the separation distance for the data pairs used in the spatial
correlation analysis. For the subset of residual data used for
the spatial correlation analysis, trends of the explanatory
regression variables are examined. No notable dependency
of the residuals is observed for the subset (similar to Fig. 4).
The following analysis focuses on the spatial correlation re-
sults based on the linear site-response model; the results
based on the nonlinear site-response model are very similar
and therefore, the observations and conclusions are appli-
cable to both cases.

First, to show the variability of the within-event standard
deviation ϕ for different events, estimates of ϕ based on nor-
malization methods 1 and 2 are compared in Figure 6a. The
two methods produce similar results. Importantly, it is clear
that ϕ is highly variable for different earthquake events (each
estimate of ϕ is calculated using more than 100 data points).
It is noteworthy that there are no clear trends between ϕ and
explanatory variables (e.g., H, M, and event type). This in-
dicates that using a constant value of ϕ for the entire event set
will result in significant bias of the spatial correlation model
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(equation 9). Figure 6b compares the obtained spatial corre-
lation results for IA based on the two normalization methods.
In the figure, three percentile levels (i.e., median and 16th
and 84th percentile curves based on 203 individual curves)
are presented. The results indicate that for the well-recorded
earthquakes in Japan, the impact of using different normali-
zation methods is insignificant. Thus in the following analy-
sis, normalization method 1 is adopted.

Figure 7 shows the spatial correlation results for IA and
CAV by considering both within-event residuals (δW) and
within-event single-site residuals (δWS). In each figure

panel, results for individual events and statistics based on the
individual event results (mean, median, and 16th and 84th
percentile curves) are presented. In addition, results based
on the combined dataset are included. The results shown
in Figure 7 indicate that the estimates based on the individual
events and those based on the combined dataset are consis-
tent, particularly the average trends, and that spatial correla-
tions for IA and CAVare similar (although the degrees of site-
to-site variability are different). Variability of the individual
spatial correlation curves is relatively large; typically, the
standard deviation of the spatial correlation coefficient
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ranges from 0.1 to 0.2, depending on the separation distance
range. Both cases with and without single-site adjustments
exhibit decaying correlation with separation distance, indi-
cating that spatial dependency of ground-motion parameters
is attributed not only to site effects but also to path effects and
other factors that are not associated with the site conditions.
Furthermore, comparison of the spatial correlation curves
for the within-event residuals and the within-event single-site
residuals (e.g., Fig. 7a versus 7b and Fig. 7c versus 7d)
shows that the correlations for the single-site cases are
higher than those without single-site adjustments, and the
variability (i.e., ranges between the 16th percentile and 84th

percentile curves) is uniform in terms of separation distance
(about 0.15).

To further investigate the dependency of spatial correla-
tion of the within-event residuals and the within-event single-
site residuals on event characteristics, results for individual
events are grouped according to earthquake type (crustal/
interface/inslab) and earthquake magnitude (5 to 6/6 to 7/7
to 8/8+). The results are shown in Figure 8; the solid lines
with open markers are for the within-event residuals, whereas
the broken lines with filled markers are for the within-event
single-site residuals. The results shown in Figure 8a and 8c
indicates that the spatial correlations for the three event types
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are similar in the short separation distance range (up to
40 km); the differences are more noticeable when the single-
site cases are considered. On the other hand, Figure 8b and
8d shows that the spatial correlations for larger events tend to
be higher than those for smaller events (i.e., more nonrandom
components), which is in agreement with the observations by
Sokolov and Wenzel (2013).

Finally, Figure 9 compares the average spatial correlation
curves for IA and CAV based on the average shear-wave veloc-
ity (VS30), site-to-site residuals (δS2S), within-event residuals
(δW), and within-event single-site residuals (δWS). The re-
sults show that the correlation curves for VS30 are consistently
higher than other curves and that the curves for VS30 and δS2S
do not return to zero correlation for large separation distances
of 80–100 km, indicating that these two site parameters are
affected by nonrandom components that are correlated at
greater spatial scales (e.g., similarity of site conditions in
Kanto plain; Sokolov and Wenzel, 2013). Overall, the results
presented in Figures 8 and 9 suggest that different residual
components, although exhibiting consistent decaying features
with separation distance, have different degrees of spatial cor-
relation, which are influenced by the underlying physical
processes. When probabilistic seismic hazard and risk analy-
sis is conducted for spatially distributed structures and infra-
structure systems for specific scenarios, both reduction of
uncertainties related to empirical GMPEs (by removing sys-
tematic and repeatable components) and changes to their spa-
tial dependency need to be taken into account. The results
presented in this study contribute to such improved assess-
ment of ground-motion uncertainty and dependency related
to duration-based ground-motion measures.

Conclusions

This article introduced new ground-motion models for
IA and CAV for Japan. The dataset that was used for devel-
oping the new GMPEs includes the 2011 Tohoku earthquake
records, and thus the developed models can be used for fu-
ture M 9 class megathrust subduction earthquakes in Japan.
The models are valid for magnitude greater than 5.0, rupture
distance less than 300 km, and focal depth less than 150 km.
The functional form of the developed GMPEs captures key
features of the available strong-motion data. It takes account
of linear magnitude scaling, style-of-faulting mechanism,
earthquake event type as well as regional anelastic attenua-
tion. Both linear and nonlinear site-response models are con-
sidered. In particular, the linear magnitude scaling up toM 9,
rather than saturation of magnitude scaling, is considered to
be adequate as supported by various regression statistics.
This is related to how IA and CAV are defined, reflecting
multiple characteristics of the ground motion (e.g., amplitude
and duration). The final models were developed using non-
linear random-effect regression analysis and are robust;
between-event and within-event residuals calculated from
the final models do not show significant trends with respect
to key explanatory variables.

This study also analyzed the residuals from the ground-
motion modeling to gain further insights into the uncertain-
ties in the prediction equations for IA and CAV. The first part
of this analysis is the computation of the site-to-site standard
deviations (i.e., single-station sigma). The results suggest
that when within-event residuals are further decomposed into
nonrandom site-specific components and remaining random
components, relative contributions from the between-event,
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Figure 9. Comparison of spatial correlation based on average shear-wave velocity, site-to-site residuals, within-event residuals, and
within-event single-station residuals for (a) IA and (b) CAV. The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.
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site-to-site, and within-event single-site components are sim-
ilar. The second part of the residual analysis is related to spa-
tial correlation of ground-motion residuals. This was carried
out for IA and CAV, considering both within-event residuals
(δW) and within-event single-site residuals (δWS) for indi-
vidual events as well as for the combined dataset. The esti-
mates based on the individual events and those based on the
combined dataset were consistent. Variability of the individ-
ual spatial correlation curves was relatively large; the stan-
dard deviation of the spatial correlation coefficient ranges
from 0.1 to 0.2, depending on the separation distance range.
Comparison of the spatial correlation curves for the within-
event residuals and the within-event single-site residuals
showed that the correlations for the single-site cases are
higher than those without station adjustments. This work is
an important step toward the development of the next gen-
eration of GMPEs based on the nonergodic assumption and
their application in future seismic hazard and risk studies of
spatially distributed structures.

Data and Resources

Strong-motion data used in this study were obtained
from K-NET and KiK-net at http://www.kyoshin.bosai.go
.jp/ (last accessed August 2013) and SK-net at http://
www.sknet.eri.u-tokyo.ac.jp/ (last accessed August 2013).
Nonlinear regression analysis is carried out using the nlme
package (Pinheiro et al., 2008) of the software program R
(http://www.r-project.org/; last accessed October 2014).
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